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We report the magnetic-field dependence of the THz absorption and nonreciprocal directional dichroism
spectra of BiFeO3 measured on the three principal crystal cuts for fields applied along the three principal
directions of each cut. From the systematic study of the light polarization dependence, we deduced the optical
selection rules of the spin-wave excitations. Our THz data, combined with small-angle neutron scattering results
showed that (i) an in-plane magnetic field rotates the q vectors of the cycloids perpendicular to the magnetic
field and (ii) the selection rules are mostly determined by the orientation of the q vector with respect to the
electromagnetic fields. We observed a magnetic field history-dependent change in the strength and the frequency
of the spin-wave modes, which we attributed to the change of the orientation and the length of the cycloidal q
vector, respectively. Finally, we compared our experimental data with the results of linear spin-wave theory that
reproduces the magnetic-field dependence of the spin-wave frequencies and most of the selection rules, from
which we identified the spin-polarization coupling terms relevant for the optical magnetoelectric effect.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.104.174429

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiferroic materials with coexisting magnetic and ferroelectric orders have received much attention due to their
enhanced magnetoelectric coupling mediating interaction
between spin and electric polarization [1–4]. Among multiferroics, BiFeO3 is the most extensively studied compound as
its multiferroic phase is stable above room temperature [5] and
it has one of the largest spontaneous ferroelectric polarization
even compared to canonical ferroelectrics [6], which puts its
technical applications within reach. As first steps toward this
goal, the operation of spin valves and ferroelectric tunnel
junctions based on BiFeO3 thin films have been demonstrated
[7–11], and very recently the concept of a magnetoelectric
logic device was also proposed [12].
BiFeO3 has a perovskite crystal structure, where the magnetic Fe3+ ion is located in an octahedral cage of O2− anions.
Below the ferroelectric phase transition driven by the lonepair 6s electrons of Bi3+ at Tc =1100 K [5], the lattice becomes
rhombohedrally distorted, lowering the symmetry group to
R3c. The ferroelectric polarization can appear along any of the
eight cubic 111 directions [13], therefore, eight ferroelectric
domain states can be formed. Below TN = 640 K, a G2469-9950/2021/104(17)/174429(12)

type antiferromagnetic order develops, thus, BiFeO3 becomes
multiferroic [14]. The ferroelectric distortion breaking the
inversion symmetry allows a uniform Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction. This polarization-induced DM interaction
creates a cycloidal modulation of the antiferromagnetic order, in which the spins rotate in the plane defined by the
ferroelectric polarization P and the modulation vector q [6].
The q vectors of the cycloids point to one of the three
110 directions in the plane normal to P, resulting in three
magnetic domain states within a ferroelectric domain. The
strength of the Heisenberg exchange, the DM interactions and
the magnetic anisotropies were determined by a combination
of spectroscopic studies such as inelastic neutron [15,16]
and light scattering experiments [17], THz absorption spectroscopy [18–21] as well as linear spin-wave theory [22,23]
and ab initio calculations [24–27] .
Until the laser-diode heating floating-zone (LDFZ) technique enabled the growth of large ferroelectric monodomain
crystals of BiFeO3 , limited information was available on the
bulk magnetoelectric effect [28,29]. This advance in crystal growth allowed the systematic study of the magnetic
field induced excess polarization [30]. The finite magnetic
order induced polarization detected in the (111) plane,
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perpendicular to the structural polarization is interpreted in
terms of an anisotropic inverse DM interaction [30]. Smallangle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements demonstrated
that an external magnetic field exceeding a pinning threshold
of ∼5 T reorients the q vectors to become normal to the
magnetic field applied in the (111) plane [31]. This fieldinduced rearrangment of the cycloidal domains was found to
be responsible for the nonvolatile change in the transverse polarization [30,31]. A magnetoelectric term quadratic in spins
was suggested to describe the magnetic order induced polarization within the (111) plane [31], which was confirmed very
recently by high-field magneto-current measurements [32].
To gain more insight into the microscopic interactions responsible for the magnetoelectric coupling in bulk BiFeO3 ,
we performed THz spectroscopy on the three principal cuts
of large ferroelectric monodomain single crystals of BiFeO3 .
Previous THz studies [18,19] done on (001) face samples provided limited access to the selection rules. Here, by studying
the light polarization and magnetic-field dependence of the
spin-wave excitations, we obtained information about the coupling between the oscillating electric and magnetic fields and
the cycloidal state. Moreover, in agreement with Ref. [33], we
detected strong nonreciprocal directional dichroism (NDD),
which is the light absorption difference along and opposite to
a given direction. This phenomenon, which arises in this longwavelength regime only if an excitation is simultaneously
electric and magnetic dipole active [33–42], helped us to determine the relative phase between the oscillating electric and
magnetic dipoles. Next, we compared THz spectra and SANS
images recorded after the application of magnetic fields with
different magnitudes to understand the nonvolatile change of
the THz absorption and the cycloidal domains. Finally, we analyzed the magnetic-field dependence of the magnon energies
and their intensities in linear spin-wave theory.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A ferroelectric monodomain BiFeO3 single crystal was
grown by the LDFZ technique. The details of the crystal
growth were reported in Ref. [14]. For the optical experiments, samples with large (110), (112), and (111) faces were
cut to a thickness of about 0.5 mm with a wedge angle of 2◦ to
suppress the interference caused by internal reflections. From
now on, we will use the following notation for the principal
axes throughout this paper: X  [11̄0], Y  [112̄], and Z 
[111], where [hkl] are directions in the pseudocubic unit cell
reference frame.
Transmission measurements were carried out in the THz
range with 0.5 cm−1 resolution using a Martin-Puplett interferometer and a 300 mK bolometer in NICPB, Tallinn,
Estonia. The THz absorption was measured at around 4 K
with normal incidence radiation, polarized linearly along the
two high-symmetry directions, X, Y, or Z, lying in the plane
of the sample. For each sample, the magnetic field was applied
either along the propagation direction k, normal to the plane
of sample (k  B), which is called Faraday configuration, or
along the in-plane high-symmetry directions, termed Voigt
configuration (k ⊥ B). Unless stated otherwise, to establish
a well-defined cycloidal domain configuration, the maximal
available field of 17 T was applied before measuring the

magnetic-field dependence of the spectra [31]. We note here
that this maximal field is below the critical field where the
cycloidal order is destroyed [30], but large enough to rotate
the cycloidal q vectors [31].
In the Faraday configuration, the sample holder allowed
the measurement of the reference intensity spectrum through
an empty hole. In this case, the αs (B) absorption spectra
were first determined using the following formula: αs (B) =
−d −1 ln[Is (B)/Ir (B)], where d is the sample thickness, Is (B)
and Ir (B) are the transmitted intensities through the sample
and the reference hole in field B, respectively. This formula overestimates the absorption coefficient of spin-wave
peaks by a few percent due to internal reflections within the
sample. The two main sources of experimental errors are a
small difference in the shape of the sample and the reference
hole, which could result in a frequency-dependent baseline
due to diffraction differences, and the residual interference
fringes present in the sample spectra despite the sample being
wedged.
To eliminate these errors, and also to evaluate the results
of Voigt measurements, where the empty reference hole was
not available, we applied the following method to deduce
the magnetic field dependent part of the absorption spectrum
[43–45]. First, the field-induced change in the absorption
spectrum is calculated as αB (B) = −d −1 ln[Is (B)/Is (0)]. In
this spectrum, the magnetic field independent parts are canceled out and the absorption becomes negative around the
field-dependent resonances already present in zero field. The
spectra are normalized far from resonance frequencies to
compensate for small fluctuations in the intensity of the
source. Next, αB (0) is recovered by calculating the median
of the absorption coefficients at each frequency, αB (0) =
−median[αB (B)]. Since in our case, the absorption lines in
zero field are well separated from lines in magnetic fields,
we can recover the full magnetic field dependent spectrum
by adding the obtained zero-field spectrum to the measured
spectra, αB (B) = αB (B) + αB (0).
The above method was used to evaluate all spectra measured either in the Faraday or in the Voigt configuration, and
we present the αB spectra below. This method is applicable
in the present case since the spin-wave excitations of BiFeO3
appear as sharp resonances in the absorption spectra and their
energies considerably shift with the field. We verified this by
comparing the αs and αB spectra measured in the Faraday
experiments and found no major differences apart from the
interference fringes less pronounced in the baseline of αB .
SANS experiments were performed using the D33 instrument of the Institut Laue Langevin and the SANS-I instrument
of the Paul Scherrer Institute. The incoming neutron wavelength was set to 8 Å. The zero-field cooled (ZFC) samples
were measured in fields up to 8 T and 10.5 T in the two
institutes, respectively. SANS images were recorded in zero
field at various temperatures up to 300 K. At fixed magnetic
field and temperature, a scattering image was obtained by
summing the detector images for neutrons incoming nearly
along the Z axis as the sample was rocked (rotated) around
the X and Y axes between −3◦ and +3◦ in 0.2◦ steps. Since
the cycloidal structure is stable up to TN = 640 K, we could
not measure a reference image in the paramagnetic phase. To
evaluate the magnetic-field dependence of the length of the q
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FIG. 1. Magnetic-field dependence of the THz absorption spectra of BiFeO3 at 4 K. The magnetic field is applied along X, panels (a) and
(d), and along Y, panels (b) and (c). THz light polarization is Eω  Z and Bω  X in (a) and (c), and Eω  Z and Bω  Y in (b) and (d). The
spectra are plotted for positive and negative fields in red and blue, respectively, with a vertical offset proportional to the magnitude of the field.
Grey lines show the magnetic-field dependence of spin-wave frequencies deduced from linear spin-wave theory.

vectors, the azimuthally integrated SANS intensity was fitted
by a Lorentzian function.
III. THz SPECTRA FOR MAGNETIC FIELDS APPLIED
IN THE PLANE NORMAL TO Z

The absorption spectra measured in fields applied in the
XY plane, either along the X or the Y direction, are presented
in Figs. 1–3. In each figure, the panels are arranged into
a two-by-two matrix so the light polarization (Eω and Bω )
with respect to the crystallographic axes is the same for the
columns whereas its orientation relative to the static magnetic
field is identical in the rows. The absorption spectra are plotted
for positive and negative magnetic fields in red and blue, respectively, with a vertical offset proportional to the magnitude
of the field. We define NDD as the difference of the absorption
spectra measured in +B and −B fields following Ref. [33].
We observed a series of magnetic-field dependent modes
that we assigned to spin-wave excitations of the cycloidal
order in agreement with former Raman and infrared studies
[17–19]. Following the notation in Ref. [22], we label in-plane
and out-of-plane excitations as 0,1... and 0,1... , respectively.
The Goldstone mode, 0 , is out of the frequency range of
our experiments. The resonance frequencies of the spin-wave
modes show the same field dependence for B  X and B  Y
as demonstrated in Figs. 1–3. This result implies that the static
fields applied in the XY plane distort the cycloids in the same
way irrespective of the direction of their q vector.
Since we measured the spectra in high magnetic fields first
and the q vector remains nearly perpendicular to the field
even as B → 0 [31], the strengths of the modes for a given

polarization are different for B  X and B  Y even when the
field is decreased to zero [compare (a) to (c) and (b) to (d)
pairs in Figs. 1–3]. Correspondingly, the zero-field selection
rules could be determined for cycloids with q  Y and q  X.
In general, the selection rules are similar for both directions of
the q vector if the oscillating fields are considered in the frame
rotated together with the cycloidal q vector. More precisely,
when Eω  Z and Bω ⊥ Z the absorption spectra are the same
in the rows of Fig. 1. In this case, only the relative orientation
of Bω with respect to q determines which modes are excited.
However, when Eω is in the XY plane, the different relative
intensities in the rows of Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that in the
case of the electric fields, their orientation relative to crystallographic axes could also matter. The lower branch of the
16.3 cm−1 mode serves as an example since it is active for
Eω  Y [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)] but not for Eω  X [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(c)]. The magnetic and electric dipole selection rules
determined for the different modes are summarized in Tables I
and II–IV. In the following, we analyze them for each mode.
We start with one of the strongest modes,  1(1) at 22.2 cm−1
in zero field. As B → 0, on one hand, this mode is active only
for Bω  X and Eω  Y when B  Y and, on the other hand,
it can be excited by Bω  Y and Eω  X when B  X (see and
compare Figs. 1–3). Therefore, Bω  q and Eω  Z × q excite
this resonance as predicted by theory for the  1(1) mode [22].
In a finite field, it gains magnetic dipole strength if Bω  Z
as its intensity gradually grows with the field [see Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)]. Moreover, it acquires finite NDD in field as shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). As NDD requires that the excitation is
active for both fields, Eω and Bω , this also supports that  1(1)
becomes active for Bω  Z. Although  1(1) can be excited by
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FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependence of the THz absorption spectra of BiFeO3 at 4 K. The magnetic field is applied along X, panels (a) and
(d), and along Y, panels (b) and (c). THz light polarization is Eω  X and Bω  Z in (a) and (c), and Eω  Y and Bω  Z in (b) and (d). The
spectra are plotted for positive and negative fields in red and blue, respectively, with a vertical offset proportional to the magnitude of the field.
Grey lines show the magnetic-field dependence of spin-wave frequencies deduced from linear spin-wave theory. Due to strong noise, a small
frequency window is not displayed in the 14 T spectrum in panel (a).
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FIG. 3. Magnetic-field dependence of the THz absorption spectra of BiFeO3 at 4 K. The magnetic field is applied along X, panels (a) and
(d), and along Y, panels (b) and (c). THz light polarization is Eω  Y and Bω  X in (a) and (c), and Eω  X and Bω  Y in (b) and (d). The
spectra are plotted for positive and negative fields in red and blue, respectively, with a vertical offset proportional to the magnitude of the field.
Grey lines show the magnetic field dependence of spin-wave frequencies deduced from linear spin-wave theory.
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TABLE I. Magnetic dipole selection rules of the spin-wave excitations derived in zero (B = 0) and finite (B = 0) magnetic fields.
/X on green/brown background indicates an active/silent mode.
The directions of the oscillating magnetic field are given with respect
to the cycloidal order described by the wave vector q. The experimental results (Exp.) are compared to the calculated magnetization
matrix elements (Model).

by the magnetic component of the radiation, Bω  Z × q. For
this light polarization, the origin of NDD is unclear.
In zero field, the modes that are degenerate at 16.3 cm−1
are absent in Fig. 2, thus, they are silent for Bω  Z, Eω  X
and Eω  Y. Although we could not resolve any zero-field
splitting similar to previous studies [18,19,33], we can extrapolate the field dependence of the intensities to zero field
to deduce the corresponding selection rules. In Figs. 1(a) and
1(b), the upper branch is absent but appears in Figs. 1(c) and
1(d), thus, only Bω  q excites it. The vanishing intensity of
the lower branch in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) suggests that it is silent
for Bω  q in zero field. However, it has finite strength in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), thus, it should be active for Bω  Z × q.
These selection rules also agree with the spectra displayed
in Fig. 3. Based on these findings, we ascribe the Bω  q
active upper branch to the  0 mode, whereas the lower branch
excited by Bω  Z × q corresponds to the 1(1) spin wave. This
identification of the modes contradicts previous THz studies,
where the light propagation was along the pseudocubic [001]
direction [19,33]. However, our experiments performed on
the principal cuts provide clear selection rules supporting the
present assignment.
In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), the intensity of the 1(1) mode becomes negligible for negative fields between −6 T and −12 T,
evidencing strong NDD. This implies that in finite fields, 1(1)
is active for both Bω  Z × q and Eω  Z. Phenomenologically, the appearance of the NDD can be attributed to the fact
that the light propagation is parallel to the cross product of
the static ferroelectric polarization P and the field-induced
magnetization M, which can be viewed as a toroidal moment,
T = P × M [46,47]. We note that in this case, the light beam
propagates along the q vector of the cycloidal order.
The 2(1,2) modes at about 27.3 cm−1 in zero field are
present for most light polarizations, so we cannot determine
specific selection rules. Based on Fig. 1, we expect that Eω 
Z or in-plane Bω fields can excite 2(1,2) . The finite NDD
observed in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) suggest that 2(1,2) are active
for Eω  Z and Bω  Z × q. The intensity of these modes
fades away in high fields approaching the cycloidal to cantedantiferromagnetic transition as shown in Figs. 1–3.
The  2(1,2) modes are silent in zero field. They remain silent
for Eω  Z and Bω  Z × q even in high field, but gain magnetic dipole strength if Bω  q [Figs. 1(a)–1(d)]. Since the two
modes have finite intensity in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), Eω  q must
couple to these resonances. They are present for all polarization states displayed in Fig. 2, thus, Bω  Z or Eω ⊥ Z fields
excite them. The mode pair 3(1,2) also appears only in finite
fields. It has some intensity for almost all light polarizations
above 14 T. For these modes,  2(1,2) and 3(1,2) , we could not
unambiguously detect NDD due to their weak absorption.

Mode notation
Bω  Z
Bω  q
Bω  Z x q
and zero field
Exp.
Model
Exp.
Model
Exp.
Model
frequency
B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0
16.3
16.3
20.3
22.2
27.3
31.7
40.5

cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1

(1)

Φ1
Ψ0
(2)
Ψ1
(1)
Ψ1
(1,2)
Φ2
(1,2)
Ψ2
(1,2)
Φ3

X
X

X
X

X



X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X


X

X

X

X

X
X






X

X

X
X
X

X



X

X


X
X
X
X
X


X
X
X

X


X
X
X

X
X


X
X
X

X


Bω  q and Eω  Z × q, we could not resolve NDD for this
light polarization [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].
The other strong resonance,  1(2) at 20.3 cm−1 in zero
field, is absent for Bω  X and Bω  Y when Eω  Z (see
Fig. 1), thus, neither the in-plane Bω nor the Eω  Z excites
this resonance. As  1(2) is present in all panels of Fig. 3 and it
is silent for Bω ⊥ Z, both in-plane electric fields Eω  X and
Eω  Y couple to this resonance. The larger oscillator strength
of  1(2) in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) compared to Figs. 2(b) and
2(d) suggests stronger interaction for Eω  X. Furthermore,
this mode is active for all polarizations in Fig. 2, thus, Bω  Z
may also excite it, which would agree with the theoretical expectations [22]. In a finite magnetic field,  1(2) gains magnetic
dipole character for Bω  q as evidenced in Fig. 1. While the
direction of the oscillating electric field is the same, Eω  Z
in all panels its intensity grows only when Bω  q (Fig. 1
panel (c) and (d)), but it remains silent for Bω  Z × q (Fig. 1
panel (a) and (b)). Correspondingly, finite NDD arises in finite
fields for this simultaneously electric and magnetic dipole
active resonance when Bω  q and Eω ⊥ Z [see Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d)]. We note that NDD is also observed for the  1(2)
mode in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), where it should not be excited
TABLE II. Electric dipole selection rules of the spin-wave excitations for Eω  Z derived in zero (B = 0) and finite (B = 0) magnetic
fields. /X on green/brown background indicates an active/silent
mode. The experimental results (Exp.) are compared to the polarization matrix elements derived from the different spin-polarization
coupling terms (for details, see the text).
Mode notation
Eω  Z
and zero field
Exp.
SC(1)Y SC(2)Z MS(1)Z ANI(3)Z
frequency
B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0
16.3
16.3
20.3
22.2
27.3
31.7
40.5

cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1

(1)

Φ1
Ψ0
(2)
Ψ1
(1)
Ψ1
(1,2)
Φ2
(1,2)
Ψ2
(1,2)
Φ3

X
X
X
X
X
X


X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X


X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X


X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X


X
X
X

X


IV. MAGNETIC FIELD HISTORY DEPENDENCE
OF THE ABSORPTION SPECTRA

We observed that the absorption spectra measured in zero
field depend on the history of the sample, in agreement
with Ref. [19]. To systematically study the magnetic field
induced changes, we measured the zero-field spectra in the
ZFC state first and then in each field applied in sequence B ∈
{0, 1, 0, 2 . . . 0, 17, 0}. All three high-symmetry cuts were
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TABLE III. Electric dipole selection rules of the spin-wave excitations for Eω  q derived in zero (B = 0) and finite (B = 0) magnetic
fields. /X on green/brown background indicates an active/silent mode. For some resonances, the orientation of the oscillating electric field
with respect to a crystallographic axis determine if it is active. In this case, x labels resonances active only for Eω  X. The experimental
results (Exp.) are compared to the polarization matrix elements derived from the different spin-polarization coupling terms (for details, see the
text). In the model calculations, we choose X  q, thus, we include the experimental selection rules for both Eω  X and Eω  q in the same
table as the theoretical results.

Mode notation Eω  q
Eω  X which is  q
and zero field
Exp.
SC(1)X SC(2)X ANI(1)X ANI(2)X ANI(4)X ANI(5)X
frequency
B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0 B=0
16.3
16.3
20.3
22.2
27.3
31.7
40.5

cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1
cm−1

(1)

Φ1
X
Ψ0
X X
(2)
Ψ1
x x
(1)
Ψ1
X X
(1,2)
Φ2
 
(1,2)
Ψ2
X 
(1,2)
Φ3
X 

X
X

X
X
X
X

X


X
X

X


X
X
X

X
X


X
X
X

X


X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X


X
X

X
X
X
X

measured in Faraday configuration with light polarized along
the two high-symmetry directions of the crystal planes, resulting in six series of spectra. We detected significant changes in
the zero-field spectra after exposing the sample to treatment
field Btr  Y (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] and Btr  X (not shown),
whereas we observed negligible differences for Btr  Z applied up to 17 T.
We attribute the changes in strength of the absorption to
the rearrangement of the cycloidal q vectors induced by inplane B. Previous SANS experiments show that in-plane fields
change the nearly equal population of the cycloidal domains
in the ZFC state and rotate the q vectors in the XY plane to be
perpendicular to the field [31]. Moreover, this rearrangement
of the q vectors persists after the removal of the field due
to pinning of the cycloidal q vector on magnetic disorder.
This, combined with our finding, that mostly the orientation
of the oscillating fields with respect to the cycloidal q vector
determines the THz selection rules, explains the field history
dependence of the absorption strength.
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In the following, we discuss the above scenario in detail
by focusing on the three strongest modes. In case of spectra
plotted in Fig. 4(a) Eω ⊥ Z, thus, both Eω  q and Eω  Z × q
can excite spin waves in the ZFC state with q vectors spanning
120◦ in the XY plane. After the application of Btr  Y only
cycloids with q  X remain, thus, for Eω  X  q the intensity of modes active only for Eω  Z × q should vanish and
the absorption of modes excited only by Eω  q should be
doubled. We expect no change in the oscillator strength of
the modes active for Bω  Z since the relative orientation of
the cycloids and the oscillating field does not change during
the field treatment. In Fig. 4(a), the intensity of  1(2) does not
change significantly after the application of the field, which
means that (i) either Bω  Z excites it, or (ii) both in-plane
Eω , or (iii) the combination of the two cases. The intensity
of  1(1) drops nearly to zero after the field treatment, which
implies that it must be excited by Eω  Z × q and not by
Eω  q or Bω  Z. The degenerate 2(1,2) mode pair gains
intensity, which suggests that Eω  q excites these spin waves.

TABLE IV. Electric dipole selection rules of the spin-wave excitations for Eω  Z × q derived in zero (B = 0) and finite (B = 0) magnetic
fields. /X on green/brown background indicates an active/silent mode. For some resonances, the orientation of the oscillating electric field
with respect to a crystallographic axis determine if it is active. In this case, y labels resonances active only for Eω  Y. The experimental
results (Exp.) are compared to the polarization matrix elements derived from the different spin-polarization coupling terms (for details, see the
text). In the model calculations, we choose X  q, thus, we include the experimental selection rules for both Eω  Y and Eω  Z × q in the
same table as the theoretical results.
Mode notation Eω  Z x q
Eω  Y which is  Z x q
and zero field
Exp.
SC(1)Y SC(1)Z SC(2)Y MS(1)Y MS(2)Y ANI(1)Y ANI(2)Y ANI(4)Y ANI(5)Y
frequency
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FIG. 4. (a), (b) Zero-field THz absorption spectra measured at
3 K after the application of fields Btr  Y with magnitude continuously increasing to 17 T. The sample was heated above the Néel
temperature and ZFC to 3 K before each sequence. The color bar
shows the highest treatment field, Btr preceding each zero-field measurement. The magnetic-field dependence of the q vector lengths, |q|
measured with SANS at 2 K for B  Y, B  X, and B  Z are plotted
in panels (c), (e), and (f), respectively. A typical SANS pattern is
shown in the inset of panel (e). (d) Temperature dependence of the q
vector lengths for ZFC (light blue) and field-treated (orange and red,
in 8 T when B  Y) samples in zero field.

However, the strength does not double, therefore, either Bω 
Z or Eω  Z × q also has to excite 2(1,2) .
In Fig. 4(b), the  1(2) excitation is absent even before the
field treatment, i.e., it is silent for Eω  Z, Bω  q, and Bω 
Z × q. The intensity of the  1(1) mode is doubled, implying
that Bω  q excites it but Eω  Z and Bω  Z × q do not. The
strength of 2(1,2) does not change for this light polarization
allowing three possibilities: (i) either Eω  Z excites it, or (ii)
both in-plane Bω couple to it with similar strength, or (iii)
the combination of these options. All the above conclusions
deduced from the field-history dependence are in agreement
with the selection rules derived in Sec. III. In addition, these
field-treatment experiments allowed us to obtain additional
rules for the 2(1,2) as discussed above.
Besides the intensity of the absorption peaks, the field
treatment also modifies the mode frequencies. The frequency
of  1(2) and  1(1) does not change much but 2(1,2) mode frequency is altered considerably as it changes from 26.2 cm−1 to
27.3 cm−1 . While increasing the magnitude of Btr above 5 T,
the absorption peak observed in the ZFC state at 26.2 cm−1
decreases and is strongly suppressed for higher Btr as shown
in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Simultaneously, another peak appears
at 27.3 cm−1 and gains the same or even higher oscillator strength as Btr is increased. The small increase of the
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integrated intensity of the two peaks can be attributed to the
rotation of the q vectors. We emphasize that the two wellseparated peaks at about 26.2 cm−1 and 27.3 cm−1 correspond
to the mutual steplike change of the zero-field frequency of the
2(1,2) modes which remain degenerate. The frequency of this
mode pair in Figs. 1–3 is ∼27.3 ± 0.2 cm−1 , while the field
treatment modifies it by ∼1 cm−1 .
Using SANS, we found that the average length of the
cycloidal q vectors, |q|, also depends on the magnetic field
history. Figures 4(c), 4(e) and 4(f) show the magnetic-field
dependence of |q| for Btr  Y,  X and  Z, respectively.
SANS data was collected starting from the ZFC state in
increasing (red symbols) and then in decreasing (blue symbols) fields. In these panels, the length of the q vector is
normalized to the value measured after ZFC at 2 K, which
is about q0 =0.0101 Å−1 , but showed about ∼1.5% variation
between the different experiments performed on different instruments and at different times. In the temperature-dependent
plot presented in Fig. 4(d), the orange curve was measured
after the experiment presented in Fig. 4(c), thus, in these
panels the same scaling factor was used for the normalization.
After heating the sample above the Néel temperature and then
cooling it in zero field, we exposed the sample to B  Y at
low temperature again and measured |q| upon warming to
and cooling from 300 K, which are shown in red and cyan
in Fig. 4(d), respectively.
By applying in-plane magnetic fields, |q| changes only
above ∼5 T and it decreases in high fields as displayed in
Fig. 4(e). While decreasing the external magnetic field, the
cycloid pitch does not relax back to the ZFC value but shrinks
further, corresponding to an increase in |q|. A detailed sequence similar to the one used in the THz experiments (Btr ∈
{0, 1, 0, 2 . . . 0, 8, 0}) revealed that the zero field value of |q|
starts to change above 5 T, and with increasing magnitude of
Btr , it continuously grows up to approximately 103% of the
ZFC length. After the sample is warmed to room temperature
and cooled back again, |q| changes back to the ZFC value
[Fig. 4(d)] even though the field-induced orientation of the cycloids remains intact. By applying B  Z, |q| does not change
up to the highest available field of 8 T, Fig. 4(f).
Our results suggest that the change in the zero-field excitation energies of the spin waves is caused by the field-induced
change of |q|. Although in the THz experiments we detected
2(1,2) modes in two well-defined positions before and after
the application of the field, SANS data indicate rather continuous change of |q|. This conflict can be resolved by noting
that the instrumental resolution of the SANS experiments
was q ∼ 0.0011 Å−1 , which does not allow us to resolve
features smaller then 10% in |q|. We assume that after ZFC
to 2 K, the cycloid is in a metastable state with a longer
wavelength. The shorter |q| results in lower excitation energies if the exchange parameters remain the same as the size of
the magnetic Brillouin zone is reduced. The application of a
magnetic field forces the cycloidal wavelength to expand and
thus the wavefronts to move, which may allow the cycloids to
relax and reach the stable configuration with longer |q|. This
hypothesis is supported by the fact that (i) at 300 K |q| is the
same when the sample is ZFC or warmed from 2 K after the
field cycling and (ii) |q| is the same at 300 K before and after
the application of a magnetic field.
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FIG. 5. Magnetic-field dependence of the THz absorption spectra of BiFeO3 at 4 K. The magnetic field is applied along Z. The spectra are
plotted for positive and negative fields in red and blue, respectively, with a vertical offset proportional to the magnitude of the field. In panel
(d), the spectra measured in negative fields are plotted with dashed blue lines to highlight that they are identical within the accuracy of the
experiment to that of obtained in positive fields. Grey lines show the magnetic-field dependence of spin-wave frequencies deduced from linear
spin-wave theory. In panels (c)–(f), the samples were zero-field cooled, while in panels (a) and (b) the sample was exposed to B  Y before the
B  Z measurement.
V. THz SPECTRA FOR MAGNETIC FIELDS APPLIED
ALONG Z

Spectra measured in B  Z with light polarized along the
three principal directions are shown in Fig. 5. Panels in the
same row correspond to the experiments performed on the
same crystal cut using two orthogonal light polarizations.
Spectra measured in positive and negative fields are plotted in
red and blue, respectively. In Fig. 5(d), the spectra measured
in positive fields are plotted with dashed red lines to illustrate
that they are identical within the accuracy of the experiment
to that obtained in negative fields (blue lines). However, we
observed strong NDD in Fig. 5(b) for modes  21 and 12 , and
a smaller effect in Fig. 5(a) for modes  11 and 22 .
In the magnetic-field dependence of the resonance energies, a shift is observed in Figs. 5(c)–5(f) compared to
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). In case of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), the YZ
face sample was exposed to in-plane fields prior to the experiments whereas the spectra in Figs. 5(c)–5(f) are measured
on ZFC samples. As discussed in Sec. IV, |q| is altered by
the application of in-plane magnetic fields, however, it does
not change for B  Z in the applied field range [see Fig. 4(f)].
Therefore, we can ascribe the observed discrepancy to the 3%

shorter |q| in Figs. 5(c)–5(f) compared to Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
which alters the spin-wave frequencies.
It is difficult to deduce clear selection rules in B  Z for
the following reasons. First, the field B  Z does not establish a single cycloidal domain state, therefore, the domain
distribution is not well-defined. Second, the spin-wave modes
are active for most of the light polarizations. Since 11 and
 0 are clearly absent in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d), they must be
forbidden for Eω  X, Eω  Y, and Bω  Z. However, these
resonances are present in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), thus, they should
be active for oscillating in-plane magnetic fields Bω  X and
Bω  Y. The finite NDD observed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)
provides further insights: Modes  21 and 12 must couple to
both Eω  Y and Bω  Z [see Fig. 5(b)]. Similarly, modes  11
and 22 should be active for Eω  Z and Bω  Y [Fig. 5(a)].
The selection rules for the higher-energy weak resonances are
ambiguous.
VI. SPIN-WAVE THEORY

We modeled the spin excitations based on a linear spinwave theory developed in Refs. [22,23]. We calculated the
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FIG. 6. (a), (b) Magnetic-field dependence of spin-wave frequencies in BiFeO3 for B  Z and B  Y, respectively, as deduced from
linear spin-wave theory. There are three types of spin-wave modes
corresponding to spin rotation about the Z ( 2n , green), X  q ( 0
and  1n , brown), and Y  Z × q (n , blue) axes.

FIG. 7. (a), (b) The NDD spectra calculated in 14 T for light
polarization Eω  Y, Bω  Z, and Eω  Z, Bω  Y, respectively. The
theoretical results are compared to the difference of the spectra
measured in positive and negative fields, α = αB (+B) − αB (−B).

magnetic-field dependence of the spin-wave energies for fields
applied along the high-symmetry directions, B  Y and B  Z,
while keeping q  X. The results are displayed in Fig. 6.
We found good agreement with the experiments for B  Y 
Z × q (see grey curves in Figs. 1–3) using the same coupling
constants [48] as in Ref. [33]. The theoretical results for B  Z
also describe the magnetic-field dependence of the observed
resonances (Fig. 5) except the frequency shift discussed in
Sec. V.
To reproduce the selection rules deduced above for inplane fields, we calculated the magnetic 0|M|n and electric
dipole 0|P|n matrix elements between the ground state |0
and the excited state |n for B  Y  Z × q. As shown in
Table I, our model describes well the magnetic dipole selection rules implying that our spin-wave theory correctly
captures the spin dynamics. In zero field, we identified three
types of spin-wave modes corresponding to spin rotation
around the Z (modes  n(2) ), X  q ( 0 and  n(1) ) and Y 
Z × q (n ) axes. Next, we considered three basic mechanisms
in the calculation of the spin-induced polarization: the spincurrent (SC), the magnetostriction (MS), and the single-ion
mechanism (ANI) [49]. The definition of these polarization
terms are summarized in the Appendix. The electric dipole
selection rules are presented in Tables III, IV, and II for
oscillating electric field along X, Y, and Z, respectively.
Solely based on the presence (or absence) of the electric
dipole strength, we cannot uniquely identify a mechanism
responsible for all selection rules. Instead, polarization terms
SC(1)X and ANI(2)X are consistent with the experimental
results for Eω  X (see Table III) though both of them predict
a negligible dipole moment for  0 in finite fields. In the case
of Eω  Y, SC(1)Z and ANI(1)Y are generating polarization
along Y, in agreement with the experiment (see Table IV).
We note, that even SC(2)Y , MS(2)Y , and ANI(4)Y might explain the observed selection rules for Eω  Y as they predict
only a small contribution to the absorption of mode  0 . Finally, polarization terms SC(2)Z , MS(1)Z , and ANI(3)Z are

all compatible with the experimental results for Eω  Z (see
Table II).
The analysis of the NDD can provide further information
on the dynamic spin-polarization coupling. Since NDD is
proportional to the real part of the product of the electric and
magnetic dipole matrix elements, α ∝ (0|P|nn|M|0)
[34,35], the relative phase of the oscillating dipoles becomes
important. The theory predicts finite NDD only for two cases,
Eω  Y, Bω  Z and Eω  Z, Bω  Y, as shown in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), respectively.
Among the spin-induced polarization terms, only SC(2)Y
can reproduce the opposite sign of the NDD signal observed
for mode  2(1) and  1(1) as shown in Fig. 7(a). Beside this,
either SC(1)Z or ANI(1)Y or both could contribute to PY to
describe the stronger NDD of  1(1) . However, we can discard
mechanisms ANI(4)Y and MS(2)Y as they, respectively, predict opposite NDD for modes  1(1) and  2(1,2) , and vanishing
NDD.
For the orthogonal light polarization [see Fig. 7(b)], only
ANI(3)Y captures the sign difference of the NDD for modes
1(1) and 2(1,2) , thus, it is essential to describe PZ . SC(2)Z may
give a minor contribution to PZ if any, whereas, MS(1)Z does
not generate NDD at all.
Finally, we note that NDD is vanishing for both orthogonal
light polarizations in the Faraday geometry in agreement with
the experiments. However, we did observe finite NDD when
both fields oscillate in the Z plane (see Fig. 3) that neither of
the polarization mechanisms can reproduce.
Now, let us discuss the implications of our results. In cycloidal magnets, the spin-current interaction was suggested
to be responsible for electric dipole active spin-wave excitations [50], which was experimentally confirmed for the
out-of-plane resonance by THz spectroscopy of manganites
[36,37]. Related to the case of BiFeO3 , analytic [51] and
numerical [22,23] calculations considering the excitations of a
harmonic antiferromagnetic cycloid show that the spin-current
interaction SC(1)Z gives rise to a finite electric dipole strength
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only for 1(1) when the electric field oscillates out-of-plane,
i.e., Eω  Z × q. These results are consistent with our experimental findings. On-site anisotropy or external magnetic fields
leading to an anharmonic distortion of the cycloid can mix the
out-of-plane modes, which makes them electric dipole active
for Eω  Z × q. However, the finite electric dipole moments
observed for Eω  q and Eω  Z cannot be explained by the
simplest spin-current model. The electric dipole moments of
the spin-wave excitations not corotating with the cycloidal
state upon the in-plane rotation of the q vector (see 1(1) ,
1(2) , and 2(1,2) in Table IV) suggests that either anisotropic
spin current or higher order anisotropy terms may play a
role. These interactions are also relevant in the description of
the static magnetoelectric effect [30,32,52]. Indeed, additional
ANI terms allowed us to reproduce the NDD signal observed
for k  X.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we systematically studied the magnetic-field
dependence of the spin-wave excitations of BiFeO3 in highsymmetry cuts of a ferroelectric monodomain single crystal
by THz spectroscopy. In fields applied in the plane normal
to the ferroelectric polarization along Z, the resonance frequencies follow the same field dependence irrespective of the
field direction B  X or B  Y. We attributed this to the reorientation of cycloidal q vectors perpendicular to the in-plane
magnetic field. We found that the selection rules are mostly
determined by the relative orientation of the oscillating fields
with respect to the cycloidal q vectors and only the electric
dipole coupling of a few modes may be sensitive to the orientation of the crystallographic axes. For all three magnetic-field
directions, we detected strong NDD. The observed field history dependence of the absorption spectra is explained by the
interplay of the hysteretic magnetic field induced reorientation
of the q vectors and by the changes in the q vector length.
We found that our linear spin-wave theory describes the
spin dynamics correctly: the field dependence of the spinwave frequencies as well as the magnetic selection rules. From
the observed electric dipole selection rules and from the directional dichroism spectra, we come to the conclusion that none
of the spin-induced-polarization mechanisms alone can be
responsible for the dynamic magnetoelectric effect. The simplest form of the spin-current interaction [50] cannot explain
the presence of a dynamic spin-induced polarization for Eω 
Z and Eω  q. At least a combination of two mechanisms,
spin-current and anisotropy, is necessary to describe the experimental NDD. Our results demonstrate that THz absorption
and directional dichroism spectroscopy combined with theoretical calculations may allow distinguishing between the
possible magnetoelectric coupling terms. Moreover, understanding the microscopic origin of the NDD may promote its
application in microwave or THz communication [33].
The measurement data from ILL are publicly available
under the ILL [53].
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APPENDIX: APPENDIX: SPIN-INDUCED POLARIZATION
TERMS

In this Appendix, we list the possible spin-polarization
coupling terms relevant for BiFeO3 following Ref. [49].
Among the spin-current (SC) terms, SC(1) corresponding
to the homogeneous DM interaction is defined as
⎧
⎫
⎬
 (1) ⎨ 1 
PαSC(1) ∝
λαβ
Si × S j ,
(A1)
⎩N
⎭
[100]
β

i, j

β

where α and β goes for X, Y, and Z. The summation is for
nearest neighbors along the cubic [100] direction. The SC(1)β
terms in Tables II–IV correspond to the sum of the spinoperator products in the braces without the multiplication with
(1)
(1)
λαβ
. λαβ
has some diagonal (XX, YY) and also off-diagonal
(YZ, ZY) nonzero elements, resulting in four SC(1)β terms in
Tables II–IV. The interaction SC(2) can be derived from the
alternating DM interaction:
PαSC(2) ∝

1 
(−1)ni {Si × S j }.
N i, j

(A2)

Here, the summation goes for all nearest neighbors.
The magnetostriction (MS) can be derived from the
Heisenberg exchange interaction. The following three equations define MS(1), MS(2), and MS(3), respectively:
⎡ ⎤
0
1 
PMS(1) ∝ ⎣λy ⎦ ·
Si · S j ,
(A3)
N i, ju
λ
z

where u contains the cubic directions [100], [010], and [001],
and


1
PMS(2) ∝ Z ×
(−1)ni (Si · S j ) · u ,
(A4)
N i, ju
where u contains the cubic directions [100], [010], and [001].
Finally, single ion mechanisms for spin-polarization coupling derived from on-site anisotropy terms (ANI) may induce
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polarization as follows:
1 
∝
(SiX X + SiY Y)SiZ ,
4N i
1 
∝
{((SiX )2 − (SiY )2 )Y + 2SiX SiY X},
4N i
1 
(SiZ )2 Z,
PZANI(3) ∝
4N i
ANI(1)
PX,Y

ANI(2)
PX,Y

(A5)
(A6)

3 
(−1)ni (SiY X − SiX Y)SiZ ,
(A8)
N i
1 
∝
(−1)ni {((SiY )2 − (SiX )2 )X − 2SiY SiX Y}.
4N i

ANI(4)
∝−
PX,Y
ANI(5)
PX,Y

(A9)
(A7)
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